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Report from Rio

by Silvia Palacios

Superpowers eying Amazon, too?

ard Thornburgh, which permitted the

Brazilian elites are nervously considering the implications of the

U.S. invasion of Panama.
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Despite the fact that Brazil's offi

cial position condemning the U.S. in
vasion of Panama has been lukewarm,

there is visible concern among civilian
and military elites over the ominous
consequences for already-deteriorat

gurates a new phase of its foreign strat
survival of sovereignties outside the

egy with Big Stick in hand, justifying

superpowers." World stability, Men

the most absurd interventions to cap

des added, is maintained by "the su

ture traffickers, or politicians accused

perpowers' self-investiture to inter

of that, who can guarantee that tomor
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row it won't mobilize its paratroops or

urbi et orbe in defense of what

they understand to be the values of

its marines on the pretext of saving the

justice. With the dissolution of the

lungs of the world, the international

this is because there is an understand

Romanian tyranny, international con

ization of the Amazon region?"

ing in Brazil that the invasion was only

ed hemispheric relations. Above all,

sensus tested the effort to symmetri

Chagas added, "In the case of the

made possible by the condominium

cally legitimize this new post-Cold

Amazon, they can also count on the

pact between the superpowers, reaf
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support of European public opinion,
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called for Soviet intervention in the

which is so concerned with

Bucharest unrest."

nomani Indians, but which shrugs its

in Malta.
The newspaper

1989 summit

Jornal do Brasil,

modus vivendi.. . . James Baker

Mendes concluded,

"After

the

4,000 Ia

shoulders when it learns that there are

Panamanian invasion, there is theoret

200,000 miserable inhabitants of the

zilian foreign ministry, revealed Jan.

ically no border that can impede the

Rocinha slums."

capture of an indictee of the Ameri

Diplomat Mauro Santayana, the

are dismayed by what they call the

cans' courts, in the Bush govern

cultural attache at the Brazilian em

ment's view of the war against crime

bassy in Rome, wrote in

which speaks unofficially for the Bra

11 that Brazilian diplomatic circles
"world tendency to legitimize inva
sions a la Bush." For example, these
circles note, "the case of French For
eign Minister Roland Dumas, who de
fended the [potential] Soviet Army's
invasion of Romania with the justifi
cation of defending human rights; lat
er there occurred the recent threat of
a naval blockade of Colombia. . . .
Everything is possible, including an
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cles concerning Moscow's virtual si
lence on the U.S. troop deployment to
the Central American isthmus.
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There exist serious reasons for the

will be like: "The coming years will be

growing concern of the Brazilian es

the most difficult in relations between

tablishment-and of the Foreign Min

the United States and its neighbors to

istry in particular-over the U.S.

the South. For the first time in their

U.S.S.R. pact. In nearly one year of

victorious history,

government, George Bush has not had

threatened."

they feel truly

a single positive initiative toward Bra

Santayana issued a call for the new

zil. Instead, he has reduced relations

Brazilian government, which will be

to trade and ecological pressures, with

inaugurated on March 15, to mobilize

the clear intention of imposing the

the nation in the face of these coming

principle of "limited sovereignty" on

hard times. "The scene that is begin

the Amazon region. For example, the

ning to take shape as this century

World Bank cut off its credits to Bra

draws to a close, requires that Brazil

zil, citing an alleged failure to respect
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the environment. Moscow, for its
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part, has added to those pressures,

of its diplomatic services do not suf

making the post-Panama lesson clear.
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Carlos Chagas, considered a mouth

not sufficient to make it a respectable
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partner in the world. Internal cohe
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sion, which only democracy and so

sued by U.S. Attorney General Rich-
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